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CURRICULUM OUTLINE

X.. Strategies for Symbol /Sound Analysis

A. Processing Linear Combinations, or Blending

. I. Consonants
2. Vowels ,

.3. Consonaht Blends'.
.

Y.

'143. Processing' Gtups as Units (oTbunksr4
. 1

\/

1. Vowel Combinatioils

2.. Conionant Digraphs
3. Con4tolled Vowels
4. Larger Spelling P4terns., .

1

5. Sight Words'

C. Sc;nning for Structure
. ..

I. Final "e" Signalling a "Long** Vowel Sclund
.

.

2. Double Consonant Signalling a "Shot "* Vowel Soun
3. Open Syllable Signalling .a "Long"* Vowel Sound

x. Strategies for Reading for Meaning \
A. Processing Morphemes as Meaning %3nits ("Chunks")

B. Scanning for Structure

C. Using Context Clues
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1,

I. Strategies for Symbol/Sound ApalysiS'

The objective is to teach the child some of the most essential

pieces of the written code, relating these to the processes of de-
,

coding. Each symbol/sound Correspondence will be taught in'the
4

"context of a syllable, word or phrase.

A.' Processing Linear Combinations, or Blending

.The'childican demonstrate his knowledge of individual

letter/sound elOfrespondences.by blending the sounds in simple

1 near sequenji to produce intelligible words. He can do this

i
1

.

following a simple blending model (r-i-n) or a word family model

(m-an, r-an).

1. Consdhante J

b (as in bag) . .
i

. .....

c (as in catand as in city)
a (as\in dog) .

f. (as in fig) 1 .
g (as in got and as in gin)

.

h . (as .in hot) .

j (as in jet)
. .

k (as in "kiss) -
. 8

1 (as in lot) . 4

m (as in map),

n (as in nap)
.._p .(als in pot) I

.(as in quit) . .

'(as.in rot)

(as in sit)
,.

Os in top) .
c

1 , . A

las in mat) w
(as in won)

(as in extra)

'(as in. zoo)

1

0

\!;

V
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Teaching Guidelines - 'Using the Blending, Method (r-a-p), the child

learns to associate each speech sound (phoneme) with each letter

(grapheme), and then to combineathose sounds in linear' combination to

. form a word. Itis betterto use this simple bidding method td teach
. ..

1

.fistlitOming consonants" (those contOnints.whose sound can'be held.
. .

- .
. . . 1

indefinitely without changingor distorting the sound). Theisustaining

.consonants,-Kso known, as "continuants," WI, h, le 3, 'm, he r, s, ve
. ., .

.16:2i. The remaining consonants (b, d, k, 0, x, y), known As "stopped

. consonants," may be taught both with word.families and simple blending

1

4

. methods. The use of letter names, however, interferes with blending

process, and should'be kept to a renimum in bits designed t, each letter

I

. .

sounds.

,.;

l'ath

The consonaks'"c

of which

(.1.4and "g" har-iwo sounds (cate city; got, gin)-

taught. Both sounds may be taughtn the same

show:, or the same bit, but thiiis not always required. For both."c"

and "g° the vowel following the cbnsonan' date .lies (with some exceptions),

Whether theconsonant is "hard" or "soft". The general rule'l.s.10110.1
A ;

"c" .and "0 followed by the vowels "e " oaf "i" are soft: when gdllowed"

by "a", "o", or "um, the consonant sound is hard.
I ;

. Although thip principleis ratheF reliable for the letter "c" and

for the letter "g" When followed by "a", "ole or "u ", there are many

. .

exceptions to the principle When the consbnant."g" is followed by "e"

.1

.

.

or "i" (gift, giSrdle, girl, 'gig§lie give..targef:etiger). Consequently,
: .....99.9.,

r I

r

.
5

41.
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.

is advi.dable telavoid introducing this aspect ofith

5

principle. The

principle for the two sounds of "c" and the hard sound o "g ", however,,

.

could be Alustrated through a simple mnemonic device, such as;

"My cutib's cool.car."

"My gal's got gum."

"A one cent cigar." (Soft sound when followed by "e", "i")
Or

Certain confusable pairs of consonants present problems to
t '

beginnihg readers. they are confusing because 00 they look alike (p, 4) ;

(Hard sound when followed by "a, "o ", "01

(2) they sound alike (mr n) ; or (3) they both' look and sound alike (b, d).;,/
.

:These confusable pairs should bccasionally be presented together, so that

gr.\
the confusion is confionted directly. One effective way to dOhis.i

7
/

4to have read a sentence oy phrase inco rectly (dig for bi) and -

then to correct it, drawing attention to the differences.

Note the consonant "q" should always be pyesentedt ether

with the vowel "u".

Two additional rules for teaching cpnsonant sounds ,e noted belOW:

First, avoid using consonant sounds that

blend when the objective is to teach the

are embedded in a consonant

individual) onsonant sound

A
For instance, 4 teaching the sound of the letter

v word "brat". The reason for this is that the le
1

II--clearer when followe4 by a vowel. .

' , don't use the

er sound is always

Secondly, in teac hing individual letter/sound correspondences, it

is betterto teach the sound the letter makes in the initial position

.

of a simple word first Ae.g., top, toe, tin)Oater the letter should
. ,

.be taught in the medial aid final. position of a word. You.can't assume

1

A

6
41.

I
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that.the child will know a ticular sound in the'medial or final

. position just because he- has Darned the-sound ir f the initial position. S

4

Apiece including a set of words-like "toe,s-"toe", "tin" is likely.
to be more effective in teaching t4e "t" sound than apiece using

-#0- "tar", "far", "car which.teaches.ir sound by deduCtion;however, it.

s

would be even better to teach the "t" sound lath a set of words like.

"top", "s14, and "dater" in which the "t"'ound is presented in all

three positions. Howevert.sinte poor readers tend to look only at the

beginning okyords, sound being taught in medial or final position require

sieciar stress.

7.

4.

.

.0-
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1. Strategi;s for.Symbol/Sound Analysis

A. Procesieing ear-Combinations,, or Blending
..

.

,-
.,

1. ,--Cortsonants --
, . 4

;

2. VCweis1,.
a' (as in rat)

(as in met)

i (as in 'bit)

o (as ,in hot)

u (as .in cut)

y (as in dry and

Teaching Guidelines - The

I

as in happy)
-

sounds of short vowels should never be

taught alone; rather they.should always be taught ih the Context of a

Short word (e.g., "hot",.not short sound "o") or morpheme.N, When teach:
I. .

. . .!

ing short vowels, words. in which the vowel is followed bi:"1",'"w", or 1
--..,

"u" should' not be used as examples because these letters the
.

f'..'t

sound of the vowel. (For example, notice the difference tet*een the'
t... _ ..

. (.. '1.

- "a" sound in:the word "cat",.and the "a"-Sound in the word "car".)
1

118

.

member, it is undesixableto use
1

the name.of the vowel when teaching

.----
.

t e short vowel soun becaese the vowel's name is he "long" vowel

e
, 1 e

.

sound. . i

. .10 :

1
.

e .
., e.

\

8

;
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X. Strategies for Syfibol /Sound Analysis

A. Prbcessing Linear 'Combinat .ons, or Blanfng

Z. Consonants

2. Vowels

- 1

a

3. Consonant Blends (initial and final)

bl -, br-,- cl -, 'or -, -ct, dr-, -ft, gr -. -nd, wnt,

pl--, pr-, sk -, sk, sp -, st -, . Est, tr- ,

w

Teaching Guidelines - Consonant blends axe themselves exaipples

of the application of this blending strategy. Since consonant blends

can be ou doed out letter by letter, th7 blending principle will be

¢tressec in, teaching. them. \j .entire list will !not necessarily be

taught.. Teaoh the Idea that., or more consonants ca ri be combined

to pxocce another intelligible speech sound.

8

Blends should be treated at the beginning 'fiords first because

(2) they are harder to hear at eri5Is of words, and (2) many, speakers

don'ti'pronounce final blends (e.g.., tes' for test) . When final blends

are presented, they should be stressed both orally and graphically.
A

82endsWhich lend themselves especially, well to.preseAtation in final

position are -nt, -nk, -lt, -lp, -nip, cause neither member of these

blends are dropped by dia'ect speaker .

t

r

1! f t
k

f

1

'1
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I. Strategies for,Symbol/SoUnd Analysis

A. Processing. Linear Combinations, or Blending

1. Consonants

2. Vowels

3. Consonant Blends

B. Processing Lettel Groups as Units, or ChUnks

4

.

The child can recognize certain groups of letterb as single
4

units and ISrocess them is such when sound ng out words. For oxample:.

)
1. Vowel Combinations

ai as in bait)
e ay,2,-.(as in day)

ea 10, (as in neat)

ee (as in see)

ie (as in die and as in thief)
oa 4(as in boat)

oi (as in boil)

oo (as in food and as in good) .

ou (as in found)

ow- (as in know and as in cow)
oy (as in toy)

Teaching Guidelines 0- The goal of "chunking" is to get je child

to recognize certain groups of letters as a single unit whi h has'a

part icular sound. The point is'to stress the corretpondence etween

a group of letter's and that group's single sound. The,group of letters

, -

should never bo separated,,and the letter n

but should be :taught as a unined pattbrn

7

Different spellings for the same sound, le.g.,tthe long "e 'sound

s should not be mentioned,

for the two s

dace; letter gro

tterns "ea" and tee") can be (aught, in the same

?".

)

("oo" and "ow" which have two different
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I

. .

4

sounds (food/good; know /cow) ciri also be treated together within the

. .

same piece but may require more repetitions because this discriiination

$

is more difficult far poor readers.

Note that the varfation in "po".(food/good) only occurs in words

hich end with "d",. In words. i*ith "oo" folldwed by "k", "m","n" or

"t", the sound is consistently one Way (Poo" as in food) or the other

0

loo" asin good). For example, book, look, cook: boom, zoom, moon soon;
w.

root, hoot, shoot.:
4

. 4

The ,vowel combination "Ole is the most errafic of the vowel

combinations and will require special treatment since the discrimination

can only e made through meaning (context) or visualization of the object.

For example, from a list of "ow" words, a word could move into sentences.--

which determine one pronunciation or the other, and thus into two columns

at the end of the bit, e.g.

cow
. low

',wow
how
blow

.

The vowel combination "ie" generally has the long "i" sound only

- in an open syllable word (pie, die, lie): otherwise it sounds like gee"

(field, yield).

;
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I. Strategies for Symbol/Sound Analysis

4

.

A. Processing Linear COmbinations, or Blending

.

4-
Consonants

1

2. Vowels

3. Consonant Blends.

B. .Piocesqing Letter Groups as Units, * Chunks

1. Vowel ttons'

ie
0:-.12, Consonant Digraphs

ch (as in chop)

ph Ow in phone)
sh (as in ship) No

.
.th (as in thin and as in this) s

es
.

14achiA idelines - Consonant .Digraphs should be taught in
.. P

the samic-ohtext as.regulax consonants: they should be taughi.
few

a single sound (phoneme).Or speech unit. The two consonants inethe
. 4

digraph should never be seiarated, and it should not be stated that

"t" and "h" make the "th",sound. The function of a digraph 'as a,

single :sound unit; should be stressed.

.00

Kai

4')

4.4

O
6

1

..

as

6
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I: Stratagies'for'dymbolVSoVnd Analysfs,

A. Processing Linear CoMbiAations,

#1. Conson'ants

2. Vowels'

.

3. Consonant Blends

or Blending'

.

.0

B. Processing Letter Groups as Units; or Chunks

NP. 1. Vowel Combinations

V 2. Consalint4bigraihs

Controf*lea Vowel;

ar lai.lp car)
et (LS in fern)
it Las ,in bird)

' Vi 4as in burn),.

by

I

Teaching Guideline' - The sound of a vowel

Ur It Thai souna is neithek a 1°114

7

e

eis altered when follo$e l

nor a'short sound, rather a'

third sound which is different and separate. COnsequently, a vowel'

/plus "t" should be txe ted as a special sound. It is important not to

Separate the vowel ftom the Vr" 1)14t to treat; them as ;a unit. (NcrinUdec:

"ir",'"ur"( and 'tee all sound alike.)
. a .

. ,tc
Remember that "r" isonde pronounced in/many diallacts around the

country. TherefOree children may

the show.. SegmeAts on "r- controlled"

JJ

no( hear it .when ptonounAd'9n

vowels may he,Msed as'i good

vehicle for pointitg out dialect differences.'

w

.

13

/
01

;
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4

2. Strategies for Sylol/Sdund Analysis'

A. Processing Lin or Combinations, or Blending

1. Consonants

2. Vowels

3. Consonant Blends

B. Processing Letter Groups as Units, or Chpnks

40,

!
1.

2.

3.

4.

4

Vowel Combinations

tonsonant Digraphs

Contiolled Vowels

Larger:Soellinq Patterns t

4

-ill (as in tall)

-alk (as in talk)

-igh(t)(as in high and as in 'night)

I
-4.ng (as ip sing)
-tion '(as in action)

- 13 4_
.

Teaching Guidelines - The two Spelling patterns-ell, and -alit are

special in.thatiphe "1" affects the preceeing vowel, producing neithei
.

a long nor A sAort sound but a third and separate sound. Consequently,

the vowel "a" should.nover be separated from "-11" or "-Ili" when

those. patterns are being taught:

'The two spelling" patterns "-igh" and "igHt".should be taught a4
4

single units with a long "i" sound.

The spelling. pattern "-tion" usually has the sound of "shun" as In
.

action, invitation; vacation.

4

1

1t Z

T

.
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I. Strategies for:Symbol/iound-Analysis.

A. Probessing Linear Combinations, or Blending

1. Copsdnants

2. Vowels A

Consbnant Blends

4

B. Processing Letter Groups as Units, or Caulks

1. Vowel Combinations,
t kw

2. tonsonant Digraphs

s

3. Cdntrolled V94els

4.--Larger Spelling Patterns

B. Sight Words'

4
v

. Usually words designated as "Sight Words" are treated as
.

i %

. . . .

whole word configurations cause they dannot )36 sounded dut easily.
,,,

.
.

1
.

It is 'rot necessary, however, to limit the presentation of sight words.
1 i ;

to words which are phOnically irregulai.; Words taught as sight words

should notlie sounded out but father should be ptonounced seqral times.

. -41 .

. .
.

Also spell(iAg4dut words as in "e-d-g-e - edge6has been fOund to be

#4:onfusing4andshould be avoided. bettei to presely ti(ilword as,

a Whole.

Again, the criteria for sight words are threefold:. Wohigh frequency

1 (-\
ip 'reading (iher'of); (b) high freqbency,ip the environment (stop, waire

'school); (c)

e

igh interest/ words, (scram). Included,belowis an )p.anded .

/11

. .

sight worli t basedon the above categories. Those words marked with
, !

an asterick'will be specifically assigned; the other words merely serve
.. . . .is

as an indication of the, ty s of wordb that c&n bsusQ as sight wors..
/

. !
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At the same time, howeverlithe writers are encouraged to

- 15

,

use those words

as frequently as possibly

High Frequency ip Reading

.

High Frequency in'Environment

*to

*the
*of
*if

*for
*was'

\

*you

,N4alm
\

*

*d

*goe
*were

*they

*who
*what

(in context)

(in cent'ext)

.

aid
there
ere

s

been

)
walk (don' walk)

stop,
up
down
girls
boys
enter
exit
gym .

phoit4 (telephone)

'days,'Of the week .

months'Of the year
month
swimming pool
play ground
:trash
garbage
store
slow'
avenue

street
children

. 41P
litter.

*curb
'mail

police
way

16/

a

High Interest Words

astronaut

space
rocket ; .

(base) ball
(foot) "

(stick) "

monster/creature
rock (as in music)
picnic
peanut-buttpr
pizza *

guitar
bubble gum
bike, bicyc.e
motorcycle
television
superman
zap

.

ice cream
creepy
buzY
free

PoPzigle

t-
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.

A
o '

I. Strategies for Symbol /Sound Analysis
/

A. Processing Linea / Combinations,

.1.4 Consonants

2. Vowels

3. Consonant. Blerids

A. Processing Letter Group

1. /Vowel 'Combinations

2: 'consonant Digraphs

."3* Ctntrolled Vowels

y41, laiger Spelling Fttterns

O

. . 1

or Blending

.7

,

Units,or Chunks

S. Sight Words

. .

C. Scarping for ttructure .

I

At,

;

- 16,

.4.,

'The child can recogniWth.e following structu *al spelling
,

patterns and can 'successfully readlwords containing them:

inal e'4ignallin# a
4 .

(vs.'mat)

(vs. pet).

Avs. 'bit)

(vs. not)

(vs. cut,)

mate
Pete
bitg
ribee

cute

"Long"* Vowel Sound

I

1'

A

TeachlEiGuidelines - it is notnecessary to teach silent "e" words

always .in contrast. with anoiber.wOrd (matimate). In explaining the effect
e

of silent "e", it 5.4 permissible to say that the final "e" makes the pre-

Ceding vowel "say. Its, name .'"

To the.children'in our target popdlAtion,

the preceding-Vowel to a long sound is quite'a diffeent process from

addihg an "e" to change

:
17

'4 4,.

61

.

JJ

-
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taking away the "e"Jd changing the vowelfromlongto short. The

former is probably much easier than the latter. We can't assume that

7
'

having taught the process in one direction (mat/mate), t4e child can
.

. e

dg the same thing id e other direction (mate/hat) Both processes
. . .

should be taught, 4.20 not necessarily in the same piece.

'
I r rto

w
. ,

Ji 1 .
:7

1
wt

7
,.... :

r

c

O

t

r

4

At

s

.8
"<4 %

t 4't
. 7:ii: , -

o

1

-#
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I. Strategies for Symbol/Sound Afialysis

A. Processing Linear Combinations, or Blending

1. Consonants

2. Vowels

3. Consonlends
4

B. 'Processing Letter Groups is Units, or Chunks

1. Vowel Combinations

2. Congonant Digraphs'

3. Coptrolled,Vowels'

.4* 4. Carger Spelling Patterns
4;

S. 'Sight Words

.44._ Air

C. Scanning for Structure

1.. Final e Signalling a "Lone* Vowel Sound

2. Double Consonant Signalling a "Short"* Vowel Sound

adding.. a double consonant to change the preceding vowel to a short sound

latter {vs. latir)
potter, (vs. Peter)
bitter (vs. biter)
totter (vs. toter)

cutter (vs. cuter)

, *4

r.

IP

:Teachilig Guidelines - To the children in our target p6pulation

is quite a different process frol taking away the double consonant and

.

:changing the, vowel sound from short to long. We can't 0:tfume that .

having taught the process in one directioil (later/1atterUthe child
,..11, ..

.t,

can do the same thing in the other direction (latter/later).6. Both

processes should be talighti though.not necessarily in the same piece.

A

Here, again, use of the explanation "the vowel says its name", is

. permissible.

'
P -
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I.- Strategi4s for Symb81 found Analysis

A.' Processing Lines =r Combinations, or Bleliding

i

1. !

,

j

i
Consonan s . ,

i i'

2. ?Vowel

3. Col; onant Blends

B. Proce sing Letter Groups as Units, or Chunks

. Vowel Combinations

. Consonant Digraphs

Controlled Vowels

Larger Spelsling Patterns

5. Sight Words

C. Scanning for Structure' o'e

1. Pinal e Signalliig a "Long"*,Vowel Sound

. .
.

,

'2.
.

Double Consonant Signalling a "Short"* vowel Sound

3. 'Open Syllable Signalling a "Long"* Vowel Sod

he (vs. hers( IN

hi (vs. hit)
-A

, 44; .
no tvs. not) .

, ..,
Teaching Guidelines - A word or syllable is considered "open" when

.. it ends with a vowel:; Open Syllables signal A "long" vowe3, sound, of a
,

.,.. A

vowel which "says its.name.!, Examples of open'and closed syllables in

wordsare;

e Open Syllable Closed Syllable=

Open fox

pa/per hap/pen
be/fore shed
pi/per fid/dle
mu/sic sur/prise

--%

20 ci
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,

Ideally what,wp'retCdChing is _the ,principle of "open syllable"

rather than the sound of each vowel in thisvosition This can be

- 20 --'

- .

.

" .

,.tau inght icentast
0
to the consonant-vowel-

/
consonant.strUoture which.,

. , .
signals 4" sllort vowel, and is a 'highly frequpnt basic unit in English.

mat
,

.

..

The consoMt-vowel-consonant can be used as a basis for presdnting

all the -structural variations discussed above,

-.

4.
!.

f

3

e.g., bit bite :bitter.

4

1

r

3

4.

w-

f
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, II. Strategies for Reading for Meaning

:At
The general objective4f!ere is to Onvey to the child t4t..

- 21 -

the ultimate goal of decoding4is to reconstruct the intended
. -....

.

g

meaning; his job is not complete0 with phonic analysis alone.

t

Reading will be presented as a problem-solving endeavor, in

4 iY-
. which _the purpose is to extract meaning.

A

1

.

This attitude will be fostered in the child in two ways:

first, by supporting decoding efforts with meaningful context;

second, by teaching the child some reliable.meaning signals,

and some strategies for utilizing them in interpreting phrases

and sentences.

Since many of the critical morphemic and syntactic features-

of written Standard English are absent, or realized in a different
u.

form in non-standard speech, testing procedures will not require .

.

the production of.thesefeatures in spefch as a criterion kr

mastery. For example, a test oftmorphethe-mastery might be con-

sftructed as follbws:

' -played
Yesterday John- football.

plays

%*

The order in which. the skills below ark presented does noE

imply a hierarchylog complexity or a behavior sequende. These

skills are necessarily used in combination-1n the process of

reading for meaning:

22

(Th
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A. ProcessingMorphemes as Meaning Units -( "Chunks ")
A

The cpild can interpret .some high-frequedcy

English morphemes,/when present9d in an appropriate contekt.

For exampl :.

-ed
,

-er, -est /comEarative and superlative, adjectives)
,

ng
,

//

(adverbial)

/ (negative contraction)
(plural)

(3rd person singular)" 4

(contraction)

(possessive)

-nit
-s

.

Teachin duide Morpheme;'have been included here bteause

they often affect e meaning of the whole senteimein addition to the

word they are direc ly aached to. Most Of the morphemes included

1

are the ones that p went probloms,t6 diilect spohkers. Those which

.

,

occur at the end'o word are often dropped in black dialect, and

therefore should be oth orally and visually stressed.

The verb ending orphemes. (-ed, -ing, have high 4regaenby

and are most .,often useful in providing clues to the meaning of the, whole

sentence. Adverbs are rarely used by children, so we should stick to

1. =

' a few simple ones in teaching thii concept, e.e.slowly,,quickly,,sidly.

I

Some com arative fo s equire the dOubling of a consOnant, e.g.,.bg,
.

._.

i
.: : .,

$

. bigger. Theke should not be taul,Ityt in the same) it with words which do

1);,....t require doubling of the consonant.( The latter should be introduced.
.

.
.

first, e.g., long elongma., longest. -The, -ingverb ending should not be
. .

confused.with in as in thing. If he Puipose is to teach the morpheme

. 0 ei

.

Yeti
J

.1
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and its meaning, verbs wining added must h4 used, e.g., sit ing,

ing, and these should be presented in a context which makes the meaning

of -ing clear, as in "The boy is sitting on the chair." One way to do

,this is to oddest -ing with otheverb tenses: played, playing.

's possessive is an easier concept foi our audience than 's contraction

because ownershlp is an easily undbx:stood concepts the idea of combining'

two words into one is difficult for young children and 's contraction

doesn't add any clues to the meaning of the sentence. 's contraction

will be easier to understand.if tai'ght along with the other contractions,

rather than with the possessive to WhiaLt has no functional relation.

'kite: In teaching final morphemes, YTtin-type music is a good vehicle

because it has final stress.

1

'
- ,

1 i
.,.., ,

,t.

.,

. .

I

- .4

0,

24
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II. Strategies for Readi g for Meaning

Oh
A. Processing Morph- es as VaningjUnits ( ChlinkS")

rFt
B. Scanning for Stru tine

1. The o an read the words in a phrase or'sentence ini

linear order, and rehearse themo'if necessary; until:they..
.

. ..,

____DorrIbigrlYian pprOtimation of spoken languageWhfch,
.

.

alio:MO.131m tOilerive-meaning of pitase or sentence.
0-- . I, . - _

.. J
' Teaching Guidelines 7:idhen creaking a sentence for thi s perpoW

4.

th sentence shAild be built from lose simpler
.

elements that have 1.''

be preVented during the same Is-hour show, i sofar as possible;

includi sng sight words, intaipt4ts, decodi g strategie9, etc. This

is to give the child as much opportunity for success in reading the

senAn as possible.

25 I

O
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II. Strategies for Reading'for Meaning

A. ,processing MorpheMes as Meaning Units ("Chunks")

B. Scarining for Structure A
2. The child can use his knowledge ot certain sy ntactic

. - 4

structures of spoken English to derive the meanifig of
,. . . .

a phrase or sentence.. For example: .;
,

, . . .

a: Gnerr the context "The is pretty," the

child can

'Gii.ren.the

child can

C. Given the

child can

di Given the

child can

.sTay aoun,,or noun phrase.*.

context "Tile boy the ball," the

provide a veib ox verb phrase.%

context,"The man walks t" the

provide a prepositional* or adverbial phtase.*

context "The floWer'is pretty," the

piovide in adjeptive* or adv bial phrase*

an arrange ite. Given a scremb*d sentence, the child
.

in a gOhingful or

Teaching Guidelines - Other wax

syntactic structure are ss,follows:

4a. Each time a sentence is presented on the screen,

1

0 A

syntactic units can separated Aightly,'e.g., he man

ok acquainting the child with

the store.

the,

walked

I ,

is

.'2. Scrambled=se encei can be
. fl . 1

presented,with to syntactic unitsi .
k

.. .:.: .

intact, e0a., his Supper.,M dog wants: -Or synt ctic units may

be assembled first, 41eil.these:

1

4

re asswbledinto asentence,
.,1

1(26
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(a). sitting he on floor the is

(b) on the floor is sitting he 4

(0) He ,,is sitting on tlier floor.

3. Assemble a basic sentence, then add modifiers, (visualizing each

`stage) e.g., boy :the /has a ball big great,

The boy has a ball (visualize.)

26

0.

The great big, boy has e' ball. tvisual bf huge boy with small ball)

The* boy has a great big ball.. (visual f small boy with big ball)

1

c.
'

4. Use sentience strut e to determine meaning i a word is other-

wise iguous. \The.gow/b it in the test shows is an example'of.

this. The correct pronunciatiOn could not be d&terkine without using

the rest of the senteinc to teal whether .`"boar" ---" was* no or a herb.
. .

.

I

1

- Qf

fir

27. 4
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II. Strategies for Peadirig for Meaning

A. Processing Morphemes as meanins, units ("Chunks")

B. Scanning for Structure

3. The child can utilize the following punctuation cues in

,

interpreting sentences:

a. A sentence begins witl a capital let.ter.k

,

.

. . .

b. A sentence ends with a ., a ?, or.an 1, providing

II.

Weaching Guidelines - The idea here is to help the child utiliz

\
punTtu ticn cues in interpriting'sentencev. Our goal is,to show the

chi:. 14: 'at each nma4" akfects.the meaning cf the sentence'in

way. ctuation changls meaning and inflection, such as in"the

, .

information .about ils meaning.

i
,

,

g.. Quotation marks indicate direct spe ch.'

1

st.tement "You came back.", and the rhetbrical question, "You came back?"

(

, ' iii idmember that using the same sentence with different inflection,
.

/
howeiser, in order to teach the effect of 'changed Vunctuation, seemsA4-

,1

be too Subtle.a tactic for ourtarget,Sudience.
.

.'
.

Indicating xise'anci fall of the voice by.physical positioning
}}or

I
. .

. size orwords call help lie child place punct tion. Period and cital
s

lette
1

.

s can be tau ht .s"a pair. That is, the dhild could come to expept1

that hen he sees a period a capital letter" (a !ley sentence) will follow.

if

Becauie of the limited .value of quotation. marks to our readers, very

little time should' bd spent on this and examples :should be kept very

1

simple. Note that it may be confusing to children say that the

quotations contain "what is said," whon in fact in reading aloud, the

entire sentence-is said,.

if
%re
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II. Strat,svgis for wading f& Meaning

ti is

A.

B.

C.

.1.

A'

e

Processing Morphemes as Meaning hits ( "Chunks ")

(Scanning for Structure

Using Context Clues

28-

.

The child can use context clu s to guess at an
,

familiarl.word in order to complete his understanding of

"in
the phrase or sentence in which it occurs.

1. Given a phrase or sentence containing a word which

he cannot `sound outs-but
.

vocabulary,the Child can

0
Which As. in his spoken

use contextual clues to

guess at the identity of thp word, and check bis.

guess foie p/ausible reliiion to the spe.ling Of

.the word in luestion.
. .

2; Given a Elhrase or .
sentenoe containing a word which

he can sound out, t4-t-whickis not in his spoken
1

voCabu3aryt the ch ld can use contextual clues to .

1,

determine a probab e meaning for the word.

3. Given,a phrase or sentence containing a'word which

he' 'cannot sound out, and which is .not ih his silikeno,"

vocabulary, the child can "use contextual clues to

r4 'determine the'probablelteaning for thawed, even

.

.

though she cannotpronouncelt. p.
.

4 k ! ,.

'Teaching Guidelines - Examples of "the above might be the followingC.

1

1. -The boy is,lm working on his bike. (ANON! Which he

.

ti

.4

.

Icannot sound out but which is ,in hisvocsliulavAl .....,...-
.... 41 ; ...., . . ..

Iti4.., a aa ... . I 4 , It
1... a, .o. a, a a a :. 6 a a :,,, 44,0 ... ;

.. i
.

. ' ... .
. . 4
O..: .1; 4 .

a

29 1
.
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2. ; planted snapdragons in my garden. (A word whidh he can sound

`out but which-is.not in his spoken vocabdlary.)

3., My sister plays the drums in an orchestra. (A word which he

cannot sound out, and which is not in
40
his spoken vocabulary.)

o .

#

t
.

I

/

30,

1
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II. Dialect Characteristics
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Writer's Notebook - Non Standard Dialect' .

TREATMENT OF NON-STANDARD DIALECT

114 THE CTN READING SHOW

Manylof the children in the CTW Reading Show target audience

are speakers of dialects of English which are'sufticiently

dif4erent from standard English to causetthem some difficulty in

decoding print into speech. Since the syntax andphonology 5f
t

these dialects diverge significantly from standard English, \

the written-to-spoken correspondences which hold for those \
whose speech is close to the written stand rd often break down, .

.i '
.

. .

making the decoding task a puzzling and i logical one for
i

. I

these children.. J

Our goal is to alleviate this confusion by acknowl dging

dialect differences and presenting dialect speech in, pro-
.

priate circuRstances. At the sane timeme will tryk o help

children who are speakeks of nomstandard dialects to ga

. .

. t..,
,

,:of standard English.. It is not one of our'exptess goals to alter .

,

4
children4s speech. ...

. ".
g

The generat approach to'dialect in tbs. Reading Show will

be based on a.diksion of show materials
,_.

'into!, two categories:

acikity in interpreting funaionally significant feitures

(a) situations in whi hspoken language if enco d in print,

via speech balloons Jr some similar clavicle,' and (b situations

in which print is decoded into speech and the emphasis is played
. I

.

O
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on the decoding process.

In the first case, printed representation of dialect speech,

including non-standard syntactical pattern and special vocabulary,

will be'limited to dramatic situations and to speakers for whom a

particular dialect or dialects are applpriate. While the syntac-

tical patterns of non-standard dialects will be obeyed, words,

however, will not be misspelled in anattempt to represent dialect

pronunciation. For example, "Her going" fox "she is going" is accep-

table,rbut'"I be grin" for I be going" is not.
. -

Secondly,,accents characteristic of speakers of various dialects

..- II .

will be use&freqaently in 1i structional sequences. In'these instances,

meaningful context will` bell rovided, so thatIthe identification .,of
. , j I..

question,the-word iniquestion, no m tter what the diale*9t of the sp key, .

cannot be iTiousk Contixt may be prov d&d by putting e woid or

1
phrase int 1111:co*text o a sentence, by adding a pi re clue,

i In genera l, instructional equenceswi employ speaker -ho rp4(ize .in

'-

: I .

some tgay in 'their speech( e signific featuie beingit sight . For
. .

v.
exampleit would be confu mg to 1,4e a speaker who doe not acknowa ,'

/ . /t

i

ledge the f nil sin his s eech in a piece, teaching plu alization: /

. /

iliCtds Wilich are. confu plg t some children because of dialect ?'

. . . L
.

interfexeincel(pin/pen for Black hat/hot for Sp4nish ch bren)
\,. .

. s .

.

shOulaibe a oideA in situations where context arm-sketchy such as. .

- .:

in weird an ysit, trail tion games and rhyming games. Furthermore,
L -.

lit iii: ,.
beca*.ofithe poor quil4e95-6f home TV, a printed word, accompanied

... 1
.

.,. -

by'andip clue, willnot be suffiCient to teach to discrimination problems
1 l

r

directi011itherr;meaning glhei are absolutely essential.
.

6.

32
4
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I Thefollowing section contains fotte specific datures to be

aware of in teaching dialect speakers -- particularly Black and

Bitpanispeaker'. The first part of each section is a general

summary of the Most significant aspects of the dialect. The second

part contains a detailed outline of the significant phonological and

syntactical characteristics of Black English andlianish.interference

in standard tsh. This does not mean the materials involving these

_elements are to be avoided. In fact, inmany cases it will be de-

sirable to confront the problem directly.

\

33
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BLACK DIALECT - GENERAL FEATURES

.Consonants: Omission of .final consonants often occurs in non-11'

standird speech. However, final consonants are more often produced

when:the next word begins with a vowel.

Black dialect speakers have difficulty hearing the difference

between a voiceless consonant, and its voiced counterpart, (e.g.,

p;b; it,d, f,v, s,z) at the end of a word. However, the length of

the preceding vowel (not as in "long vowel" vs. "short vowel,"

but the real duration of the sound) is a reliable clue to the-black

child :, The vowel sounds.much longer when the final 'consonant is

voiced, than Olenit is voiceless. For example, the difference

between pad.and pat, is really the difference betifmen: tra-a0 and

pf-al (the 0 stands for a catch of the breath in the throat, called

.aglottal stop.) I

k

'Tfius; in testing Black dialect reakeri, the xaminertould

.

listen f'or, a vowel length rather than expecting tf hear a cpinplete

consona _sound.
e

is onlIPpronpunced as .7tr,
r .

en it oc at the ent1 of

unstr sed -ice isyll le, as in wo ds like: 4 mining, goi g,

I i
.

3 .

- 0

--,:

doin I

l

The full
,

n sound does oc ur in word like: sing, swing,

ski

i ..

,

' .

ere the -mg. syllable is-stessed.
.

t

,-

.:,
-.`4- . 1; .;

;..sfeature, however

not as crucial as some others / in terms of social stigmatization.) '

.

st

\ 34
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Short vowels: In Blac1 English, short i and short,e do not

tcontrast before nasal consonants (no, and ng) so th pinand pen

sound alike. Words ending in nasal consonants would thus be poor

ehdicet for teaching these vowel sounds. ahereal problem is that,

short i is raised in the mouth to sound like a, so that think sounds

like thank. As with the related nasal consonant problem (above),

...tlfconfusion is common to all Southern speech, and therefore is

not a stigma. Shortie is also sometimes pronounced like ai

(1211 for leg, baid for bed).

Consonant Blends: At the end of a word the final consonant blend

`maybe simplified, so that test becomes tes, This le most consii-1

tenly true for the following blends: -st,

- ce. This does not apply where one member of

and the other voiceless, as in -mp (jump, ramp

- lt (colt, belt), The m, n, and'l are voiced

2 a tare voiceleis consonants. As a resul

wor s have identical pronunciation: build/bi

11'

al in throw is a real problem for black

it, oma. s but as tr, but kr andlfr occur, too.

;

COnionant Di r :In Black English,

and th*.kin lha is d at the 1eginning' of a

et a word, or at the end, bath becomes baf a

tr:.%-4.1*
V'

-ft, -nd, -1d, -pt,

lend is voiced

(Count, rent),

onso ants The./

ce ain airs+
1

; c 1 /cod, wIst/wes.41

spe rs. itua 11 I

,

thing is '0as

ord.l In the middle

bgthe becomes have.

r
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l

Vowel Diphthongs: -a as in s bosh (lacking the -ee

sound at the end) in Blck,English. When the following consonant

is voiceless,..however (f,k,p,s,t), the full diphthong is usually

produced, as .in boisterous. The -ee sound at Oe end of the diph-.

thong is most bften lacking before -1. This clauses confusionSilike

.

oil/all.
).

Controlled V wels: r and 1 May be absent in the vowel-controlling

position (followIng the vowel) in Black English, giving 1.2,2 for help.

Morphemes: Most of the morphemes in the goals list uer singled

out because they are either absent -'or realized in a differen way

in some non-standard speech. The point in- including them is

speakers of non-standarddialects to interpfet standard Eng

Therefore it is 4eimportant for our purposes that these

.
i

Ie presented as signals for certain me

nized asitsuch, than than they, elicit

For exam'le, it is desirable to include

'now,' ' ast ear,' in sentences illustr

the asso iation between the rpheme (e

signals (e.g., past) ts cle
--' /

-ed ilgenerally not added to the

Black English or Spanish

cgs, and that they

pr priat sounds in_

sig als like

le marker

e ilmdlthe t

1

b to hark ipast t

ej

-s (plural) is Some es absent, bu

trthe'next word begins wi a vowel sound,

36

it is often pron

or where there is

to help

ish print

orphemes

be recog-
4

ral reading

day "P

SO th t

et it 1

no
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numeral in the sentence to serve as a Plural marker.

Is (third person singular> is genefallY not emploxed in Black

Engiifsh, and is also a problem for Spani.sh speakers.

-s is usually omitted Lir. Brolomha' is the comm _form).
1

Both a and an are ali ed as a n ish (a apple).

-s (plural) can come ou as d.

Contractions are plarticUla lesor;e; the, make

which',are hard for dialect speakers to; hear anyway,

1 I

aecipher.. Contractions'are very sldoin used by B1 and 'uerto

Rican speakers anyway, so they ought be av ar.to the molt,

part. C

.

\ .



CHARACTERISTICS OF MACK ENGLIS

NOTE: The following is an outl4ne of the significant syntactical
and phoniloAcal features of black English as detailed in two
publications; Al) Some Linguistic Features of Negro Dialect, by
Ralph W. Fasold and Walt Wolframs and (2) Nonstandard Dialect,
published by the National Council of Teachers of English.

I

I. Syntactical Characteristics of Black Englibh

A. Verb firms and Verb Markers
..

' 1. Dialect usages of the form "to be
...#

t. ,

i
.

.

..

ta. The form "be' is often used:1 in p ce of other forms
of the auxiliary, regardlesjs ofrt e subject

(1) He be doing that.,

(2) They be messing Iroun

(3) X be here this afterry

'b. 'The forms "is" and "are"
omitted the "am" (or its
a st alwayt present /

) He tired.
w th us.

X'm happy.
.

I

c. o\oanformitylexists inlpe*son-n
ull forms off "to be" are usedl'g

1
npe form is "was the pkeseht

'Al) They was there.
.11

(2) The boys is therd. 1 1:

1:

2. 7 el hi son singular preslni

x "-s" or."-es", u
ify the present to
ingular verb, is albs

the verb "to be" are
ontrection."m") is

r agreement when
ally, thepast
e' form is "is"

,"-

38
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(1) He do.

(2) It know.

b. The "-s" suffix is absent from the auxiliary don't'
in the present tense when the. subject is in the

third person singular (as opposed to "doesn't

(1) . He don't go.

(2) He doft't walk.

L

c. Since the "-s" suffix does not exist in blaaldialect,
the verbi "have" and "do" remain such in the 3rd
person singular, resent tense, rather than "has"/"dges"

(1). He hive a pike.

(2) He always do silly sings.

3. The four perfective construc ohs in black dialect

a. Present -
,
441e--fcmww.of " e", ofte contracted in"

1
standard English 4've, Is) are ofte omitted

1

I1) i been here for hours..
(2) He gobe home already.

'110 Past, -' This construction with "had" is more common
in black dialect narratives that}, in standard EngAsh.

1

(3.) 'He had found the money.

(2)

c. Completive - Formed fom the verb "done" plusa
east form,of the verb

o'

I(1) I They ,done came.

(2)1 I dole iorgot what you call it.

Remote time .1: Indicates thatthe speaicer conceives of
the action t ing place in 4 he dista t past

.

(2) You wo 4et your due that ic. been paid.

1

i I

11T I been d it there-lo about t nee years.

that
,

4. Ronsta dard fo A 1:aving fu re tent
i

1 i

<39 \
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Characteristics
6of

Black English

B.

.

a. "Gonna", is frequently a future indicator in black dialect

,:

(1) He gonna go. 6..

(2) Eh gonna get in trouble.

b. The use of "will" to'indicate future ik frequently
' contracted 1.11) or eliminated, pariicularly when
the next word begins with a Labial consonant

(1) He'll go tomorrow.'
(2) 'He miss yod tomorrow.

Pronouns, Adjective*Adverbs6
4 P

'
4

I
0

6

e forniati n of pllrals with "-s" or "-es" markers
i

The "-;s' or "-ei" suffixes swhich mark Tost plurals
;sin stand rd English are occasionally absent in black

(1) He ook five hook: i

(2> The' tber teacherePthey'll yell at you.

. The patu ,of irregulr nounslere frequently formed
with th ilar "-s" suf

. e

l(l) or foot/two foots
(2) on deer/two deers,

dialect

I. A

0

c. lack dialect may addthe "-s" suffix to ,the' irregular
lux of standard English wordi to form "double-plurals"

r.

2. The posses

ns W ens; teeths, mixes, peoples

ive construction in,basck English
1 -

In forming
is used if
for the Ihi

e posktsiye with eomm'n nouns, no marker
he.word for the possess r; precedes the .word
g possessed' . ,

(1). e bo :hat. 4.

i (2) hn old Lady-house,
I. -

ages, personal,.debonetrativ ,.and

Pr inal Apposition is the
o

',!
..1

,,.
.

1,
li

. .6

410

relatijve pronouns

constructtioIi in wi ich

1 1 -

44.0
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Characteristics of Slack English

..`"*".;.c

4., a ptonoun, usually the nominative form, is used in
apposition tq the noun subject

44

(1) :My brother, he'bigger than you. .

(2) That teacher, she yell all the time.

\
b. 'In an existential or expletive function, black dialect

uses "it" '

(1) It's a boy in may room name Robert.
(2),'It was one in the hall this morning. '

/
. . .

.

c. TO personal prono6.ns "they" and iyoy" may be substi-
. tilted for the possessive pronouns ,their" and "your"

. .

(3.,) 'They brought it on theyowiliselves.

-...
i2) I1ike you coat.

. . . .
i . N

/ d. The prOnoun 'ithirio often' replaces 'the demonstrative.

. pronoun "those": "thii" is *ten reinforced by "here"

(1) I want them books
(t)/ I want this here book.;

...
.

i , e. The. pronoun "which" often replaces the st ndard forim "Irrhel
.

- - 1 ,

t (11 Linda,q.which is my sister.:.
0

. .

.

Negation in Black /Dialect

1.
.) use of Ain'; ' A

1

a. "Ain't" is a common negative form of "is",
and auiciiihry,"bave" and "has"

(1) He ain't here. i

,.

(2) X ain't going.
.

1

. .

b. "Ain't" is often used as a-past-tense signal, having
Indrged with "ipt" for "didn't"

. I

.
. .

.

(1). He ain't start it.
. .

\,.. .............,

t (2) He ain't touch me.
. 1

, .

I
2. Mutiple Negation'. ,, -0

. .

.
. !

-..

f

I ,. ..
.

. . ./ , .

,.

, -441 . .

. . :

"are", "am"

4

-
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0 Characteristics of, Black English I

a. 'A negative may #4tracted to every indefinite pro-
noun or adver so that a single element, instead of
bein/ represe ted by one negative form, is expressed
by twaior more

. I

(1) He doesn't know nothing.

(2) I'ain't never7Nad no trouble wit' none of them.

b. pegationicad be expressed with negative adverbs

(1) He 'doesn't hardly come` to see Vs.
.

a. If a sentence has an indefinite noun' phrase containing
a neg&tivlomafker,(nobodyl'nothingl no dog) before the
verb, the hegativized form of the verbal auxiliary
(can't, 4asn't, didn't) may appear at the beginning of
the sentence

\\
(1) Can't nobody do 't..
(2) Wasn't nothing w

D. Se tenoe Patter;;;-''`

I
1. e formation of 'questions

; a. Dirdet vestions may not be expressed in inverted form,
and may omit "do" or "does"

k,

(3.) He fixes that? t.

(2) How it taste?
/ 0. .. I/ ;

b. The inverted form of the opeition isused,for
indirect quefetions, but without the forms."if" or "whether",

(1) I want to knots where did he go?
(2) I want to know did he go somewhere?

II. Phonological Characteristics of Black English

A. Consonants and Consonant)q.usters----

1. xnal member consonant clusters

4

A single consonant for a word-final cluiter occurs
.

1.4
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Characteristics of. Black English
.

7t- $

cay when botlymembers o a Cluster are either

.

b.

6

C.

r.

4

or

voiced oir voiceless*

(1)

(2 )
Voiced - (nd) mind; (1d) gold
Voiceless - (st) test; (sp)'wasp; (ft) left.;
(pt) adept; lot) act

, .
.

When one of the members of the cluster is voiced and
one is silent, the 'reduction does not occur' /

(1)" (ap) jump - m is voiced; p voiceless ..

(2) (nt) count n is voiced; f voiceless
(3) (It) belt 1 is toed; t voiceless

As aresuit of the consonant cluster rule, certain
pairs of words in black dialect have the same pronunciation

4

4

(1) bill/build

(2) coal/cold
(3) west/Wes

t

2.1quralization.in relation to the con
. I 01,

a.' Words ek.drng iri "- s"

"-es" plutal, forming the Aural
inn "ze:rather than "-ski "...se,

(1) desk/desses
"Ca)) ghost/ghoses

(.' wasp/Wassep .

.

onant-reductionrule

"-t" or "-k" adsi the
as if the word ended,

pr -;
1sp 16

3. The "-ed"euffix as a past.tense; East participle
derived adjective marker

rY
4 *Consonant; Sounds

and

. .

.

Voiced .

.

ai. g

- 1

j
.v

.
w, .

z th (this)
(
-
.

..

o

.
'Voiceless
(`1 1

pp
.

t .^

k
c qh f . w1

'6

th (things)
.

::

.

Voiced 4

.

A.
.

.m n

.

ng r ,

,
,

y eh (izure)

. -

-rte

Voice leps

.

)1
- - - - sh ,

S. ._..

.

.

.

.

1



Characteristics of Black English

a. When t.e addition of the "-ed" suffix results in
, eithe a voiced or voiceless cluster, the cluster

may e redubed

. (1). Past tense marker - Yesterdayhe mov' away. tvd)
(2) Participle - The boy was mess' up. (st)

(3) Adjetilive.- He had a scratch' aim. (st)

B. -the "th" Sounds

1. The sounds for "th" in black dialect are dependent on
where "th" occurs in a word.and/or.whit sounds occur next
to it

a. Ford Initial - at the beginning of a word, the "th"
is pronounced in one of three ways

(1) Voiced interdental fricative - the "th" is
pronounced as a "d"

(a) the/de; they /dey; that/dat

(2) voiceless interdentaIfricative - the "th" is
sometimes pronotNced as "t"

(a) thought/tought; think/tink; thin/tin

(3) "th" followed by "r" snch'words may be .pronounced
with an "

(a) thre /free; throat /frost

b. Within a word three main pronunciations are possible
for "th"

(1) for the Voiceless sound, it's pronounced atr"fn

4) nothing/nufin; author/ahfuh; ether/eefuh

(2) ior the Voiced sound, "th" is pronounced as "v"
4

(a) brother/bruvah; rather/ravah;.bathing/bavin!

(3) for "th" f lowed" by'w-nasal sound, it's pronounced It

(a) arithm ticPritmetic; nothing/nut'n; monthly/mont

i1 l

''..)

11



Characteristics of Black English

1

c. Word Final - three main pronuncpations are apparent for
"th" when it comes at the end of a word

(1) The predominant sound for final "th 1tfif

(a) Ruth/ f;.tooth/toof; south /s$if

1.
(2) When the ,preceding sou is the nasal sound "n",

a "t" sound may occur

(a) tenth/tent'; month/mont'

(3) The stop "t" maf also be used with the 1

preposition "with"'

(a) ,wit, wsd

C. Controlled Vowels
/

4

4

D. Nazalization.

1. The pronunciation rule for "r" and "1" in blaok dialect
depends on whether-they appear a) after a vowel; b) between
the vowels; or c) after initial conionants

a. After a'Vowel (post-vocalic) - only-a "phonetic vestige"
of "r" or "1" is pronounced, unless it precedes a
consonant in .which caseno phonetic.vestige is evident at all

(1) sister/sistuh; steak /steauh; nickel/niCkuh; kear/beath
(2) help/hep

b. Between Vowels - "r" or ul"may.be absent when followed
by another word beginning with a vowel, and also betwten_
two vowels within a word

(1) fouh apples
(2) Carol / Carol; story/itoly; parry/M ali,

/

c. After Initial Consonants - "r" may be absent when the
following vowel is either "o" or u" or in unstressed
syllables

throw/thiow; through/th'ough

(2) protect/p1otect; prOfeesor/p o essuh

.45 '.
11041
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Characterj.stics of Black English

4

1 There aFe several aspects of the. nasals "-m"; "n", and "ng",
some characteristic to all nonstandard dialects, others
unique to Black English

a. The use of "-in" for the suffix "-ing" (e.g., singin',
buyin',

b. At the'ehd of A syllable, he'final nasal consonant is
sometimes not pronounced, rather a nasalization of
the preceding vowel occurs, ca sing such words as
"rum", "run", and "rung"

1

0 so nd ike

c. Before a nasal consonant, "i" and e" do not contrast,
making such worms as pin and pen, OM tin and ten sound
identical

4 0 do to uRules Concerning Flnal b , d and "g"

1. Devoicing

a. At the end of a syllable, the voiced stops "b",.rd" and
"g" are often pronounced as the corresponding voiceless

P-Igtrs "p", "X", and "k"

NOTE: The above does not mean that such /words

as "pig pick " -, "bud/butt" and "cab /cap" are pronounced
alike. They are distinguished by the length of the
vowel. The vowe/ is lengthehed before sounds such
as 'd" in/ "bud ", even though the "d" is actually

pronounced "t".

b. "Devoicing" can take place in an unstressed syllable
"salat" for "salsa", "hundret" for "hundred") as

well as a st;pssed syllable ("mut" for "mud", "goot" for
"good", loa for "load"

4

2. Deletion of "d"

a. Some black dialecespeAkers may have the complete
absence of the stop "d". more frequently, however,
when "d" is followed by a consonant than a vowel; its absence
is most common before "s" or "z"

(1) goo' man; ba' soldier '
(2) kiz.fok kids; boahz for boards

46
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Writer's Notebook - Non-Standard Dialect

SPANISH DIALECT

Target Audience: When words are to be used in Spanish, they

should reflect the idifpm of Puerto Rican and Mexican-American

children for viewing in New York and the Southwest, or any other area

heavily populated by estos latinos. Stories that depict the culture

of the target Latin population - Dominicono, 4exicano, Puerto Riqaeno,

Columbiana, Cuban°, predominant in New York and U. S. - should be

4

included in the series. /

Teaching Techniques: Spanish is very regularly phonetic; therefore,

it is.very easy to teach reading throOgh a phonetic approach. Simple

songs and games are very effective for teaching Span,ish, even for

non-Spanish speaking children, especially there is action. The

use of the minimal pairs with visuals wherever possible is very

helpful. For e>lample:

I

chair share

chip ship
chew shoe
chin shin
boat vote
bolt vo?.t

base vase
watch wash

watch
washes

watches

ditch di'sh

jelloyellow

Words with long e sound and words with short i sound, (e.g., sheet -

sister) should not be presented together,

t.

1

1



Writer's Notebook - Non-Standard Dial ct

1

Translation Problems: She and her, he and him, and they and

them ar4 very difficult concepts for Spanish speakers since the
4

tI
1

t same word for these pronouns is used in Spanish. For example:

.

C

she

her

he

him 1

:1

they
'them

we

us

ells

el

ellos

nopotros

Literal translation's are also a problem with Spanish speaking ,children.

He wants water. -

Quiere aqua.
Quiere aqua?

(Intonation)

Eng. - This is a red house.
Children say - This is a house red.

"Span. - Este es una case roja. '

Some Spanish words hlve no translation inilo English: pinato,

charro, marriachi, taco, tamales, etc.

Consonants: Omission \f final consonants o tgn occurs in

non-standard speech. Howev r, final consonants are more often pro-

duced when Ulla" next word begins with a vowel.

J sounds like y in Spanish, so that for spanish-Americ.an

children yellow/Jepo will be .a confusable pair. Also, v and b

sound like k at the beginniAg of words and like v between vowels.

111
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Writer's Notebook - Non-Standard Dialect

sounds like s; w does not appear at all. Devoicing of q.nal con-_

sonants is characteristic of Spanish-American dialect speech. Thus

'raise' becomes 'race,' add' becomes 'at,' leave' becomes 'leaf.'

Initial t becomes d. 'Ten' becomes 'den.' '5' preceding consonants

4

(c,l,m,n,,p,q) is pronounced -es by Spanish speakers (estop, eski).

A consultant has suggested that words that begin analend with

the same consonant (pop, dud, mom) are useful in overcoming this

problem. -b and -v are interchangeable to Spanish speakers, while

-h it silent. 1

)-
Short Vo els: For Spanish speakers, sho is confusable

r

with long e 4.,hip/sheep),,short a and short o are confusable

(hat/hot), if.nd short u is pronounced like oo sound in pool,

Shorts e is confusable with the a sound in mat, and the a sound

in mate. Boa is confusable with bought. Shqrt e seldom occurs

before nasals. The real problem is that short i is raised in the

mouth to sound like a, so that think sounds like thank.

Consonant granhs: These so

language: wh, w, ph (this is of hard, ecause it has a

corresponding st nd in Spanish, y sounds li e English j,

ds,do'not exist in Spanish

and z sounds like an s. . Sh is confusable with 4h, and th is

frequently s, so that thin becomes sin. Most Spanish speakers pro-

nounce the th like a d in English. For example: father - fadder;

mother - modder; that - dat; they - dey.

49
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Writer's Notebook - NI-Standard Dialect

Although -sh is not a sound in Spnish, the kind of mistakes

Spanish- speaking childr n make are sheckers for checkers, rathe

(than chip for ship.. Tb s, ch is the sound dat needs emphasis.

Vowel Diphthongs: .the -ee sound at the end of the diphthong is

most often lacking befo -1. This causes confusions like oil/all.

Morphemes: Most of the morphemes in the goals list were singled

out ecause they.are either absent or realized i:na different way

1

in some nonstandard speech. The poirk in including them is to help

i

speakers of non-standar dialects to intbrpret standard English print.

Therefore it is more i p rtant for our pdrposes that these morphemes

be presented as signs s for certain meanings, purpose's that these

morphemes.be presented as signals for certain meanings, and that

they be recognized as such,

.in,oral rea ing. For ex pl

signals like today', 'now,

tense marker , so that the association between the morpheme (e.g. -ed)

an that they elicit appropriate sounds

it'is desirable to include time

'last year,' in sentences illustrating

and the time it signals (.g. past) is clear.

-ed is generally not added to the verb to mark past tense by

[Black English o ,Spanish speak rs. '

-s (plural)

the next word be

is sometimes absent, but it is often pronounced if

ins with a vowel s und, or where, there is no

numeral in the sentence to serve as

50

plural marker.
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Wtiter's Notebook - Non-standard Dialect
)

I

,

-s (third person
i
singular).is generally not employed in Black

English, and is also h problem for Spanish speakersi

1

-'s is usually omitted (Mr. Brown hat is the c moron form).

(plura ) can come out as d. \

Contractions are particularly troublesome; they make sounds

which are hard for ialect speakers to hear anyway even harder. Contrac -

. ,
Lions sire very seld m used by Black and Puerto Rican speakers an way,

so they ougfit to be avoided for the most part.

...

1

t

t

t

N

F

I

r
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Writer's Notebook

Or

// III. ApPend.ces

APPENDIX I

Frequency and Learnability Data

,/ For Erlish Grapheme-Phoneme Correspondences

NOTE: According to our educational advisors, we should con ider
both frequency and learnability factors in deciding whip, h leitter/
sound correspondencep to emphasize.. The falowing chart is comprised
of (I) data compil d by Edward Fr baseollon many frequency counts,
(both individual gr ps and item win each group are rran ed
in ordei of frequenc and (2) data ompiled by E. B. olem
based on the task of m tching letter sound ( rrang d a cending
difficulty.) This learnbility list, ver, es of ihcl de

all English phonemes.

Learnability ListFrequency List

Consonants s g
z

'm w
k d

k h

t

P
b,

r't
1

f

Short Vowels i - pin
e -.pet
a - cat
o - hot
u cut

o - sot
u - sup
a - sat
e - set
i - sit

COnS00antS
V

g
h No data available

w x
k

Ii

1

.

52
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Writer's Notebook Appendix I,

FVemency List Learnability

Digraphs
I

Ich - chair sh -,shut
th -'thing th'- the

.sh - she ,

I i ch ',chin
th - the}; I

i

I

Second Sounds

Vowel irs

city
g - gin

eat oo boot
- beet ee IT see

aid t

1

r own
ay - day
oa - oak

Diphthongs

Consonant Blend

out
ow « owl
of - oil
oy - boy

.

ew - how
oy - boy

I

1
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APPENDIX III

Consonant Elements

Continuaritsk

Voiced: v, z, j, (soft) g (gem) , (that

Voiceless: f, h, s, tli -(thin), sh, ch

At
Stopped Consonants

Voiced: b, d, (hard) g (g0)

Voiceiess: pI t, k

Glides

Voiced: 1, r, y, w

'1

Voiced. in, n

Nasal consonants.

54
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APPENDIX III

Or

Per Cent of Utility for

Vowel Combinations

NOTE( Although we generally will be teaching only one sound

for each 'vowel pair, it may be important to remember that there

are some c9mmon exceptions to the rule. The following chart

indicates the Per Cent of Utility for each vowel pair listed in

,the curriculum, as based on four different studies. For example,

"ea" as in neat is said to have a per cent of utility (depbnding

on the particular study) of 66, 55, 62, 51, or an average of 58%. This

means thlop on an average, every tiie an "ea" combination is encountered

in a standard English passage, it will be pronounced with the long "e"

sound. Some common, exceptions, however, are also listed.

The four studies were each basqd on different ikird lists. Those

studies and what comprised" their word lists are as follows;,
.

(1) "The Utility of Phonic Generalizations in the Primary Grades"
by Theodore Clymer: Word list based on the words found in
four different basal reading serAes and the Gates Reading

Vocabulary.

(2) "The Utility of Phonic Generalizations 5.n Grades One
Through Six", by nildred Hart Bailey:- Word list based on
words representative of reading'series 1-6.inreight different
basal reading series.

. (3) "The Usefulness of Phonic Generalizations Above the Primary
Grades" by Robert Evans: Word list based on 10% of the
words (1,944) beyond the primary level (grade four.). in
The Teacher's Wort Book of 30,000 Words, Sy Thorndike and Lorge.

(4) "Vowel Pairs" by Lou E.4-Burmeistert, Word list based on
15,284 words selected from Part I, Therndiko ?'urge Teachee
Word Book or 30,001 Words plus 2,026 selected from_gerian
Webstor'sNew Collegiate Dictionary.

55
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Writer's Notebbok Curriculum Outline

cift_Vowel C mbination

ea as in neat

ee as ih seen

ay as in day

al as in bait

ow as,in know

oa as in boat

oo as in food
oo as in good

ie as in field

ie as in die

/
VOWEL-. PAIR STUDIES

Exceptions '.% of Utility.
.

Average

66 (1)

35 12)
62 (3)
51,(4)

58% ocean, head, bread
deaf, break, pleasure

ready, treasure,,
weapon

98 been, deer
87 93% cheer, engineer
100
86 P

78 always, prayer
88 90% says

100
97

. 64 .

.

said, mpuntein, I

72 73% plaid, villain
83 again, aisle ..

-75 chair

59 down, scowl
50 52% trowel, know-
50 ledge

50

97 92% cupboard,.

95 broad, oasis
86

41Po.944

58 floor, blood
36

17 .friend, brier ,

31' 27% impatience

23

35

16.7 (4)

5a
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Writer's Votobook Currieulum Outline

Vowel Cor nation % of Utility Average Exceptions"

98 (4) coyoteoy as in by
L

of as in boil . 98 '(4) porpoise a

'ou is 'in found 35 (4) rigoWous, soup
four, touch,
your

C.
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